Hippocampal electrophysiological correlates of an avoidance behaviour in the cat.
In 8 cats the hippocampal EEG was investigated during the avoidance behaviour in a shuttle box. It has been found that at the criterion phase of training the performance of the conditioned response (crossing a barrier) was accompanied by rhythmic, slow activity (RSA) in majority of trials. In cats with electrodes located in the dorsal part of the hippocampus a small irregular activity (SIA) might also appear during the AAR performance, especially in trials characterized by very short latencies and a fast locomotor response. Attentive postures during intertrial intervals, during latency and during conflict trials (in which the spatial location of the directional CS had been changed) were also accompanied by RSA. In the last case the RSA frequency reached the same values as during the AAR performance, though the locomotor response was absent. It has been found, however, that when RSA was present at the moment of the CS onset the latencies were shorter and the performance faster. The data support the view according to which RSA reflects a certain level of motor readiness but is not linked directly to the behavioural output.